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Natural dyes are dyes or colorants derived from plants, invertebrates, or minerals. The majority of natural dyes are vegetable dyes
from plant sources—roots, berries, bark, leaves, and wood—and other organic sources such as fungi and lichens.
Archaeologists have found evidence of textile dyeing dating back to the Neolithic period. In China, dyeing with plants, barks and
insects has been traced back more than 5,000 years.[1] The essential process of dyeing changed little over time. Typically, the dye
material is put in a pot of water and then the textiles to be dyed are added to the pot, which is heated and stirred until the color is
transferred. Textile fibre may be dyed before spinning ("dyed in the wool"), but most textiles are "yarn-dyed" or "piece-dyed" after
weaving. Many natural dyes require the use of chemicals called mordants to bind the dye to the textile fibres; tannin from oak galls,
salt, natural alum, vinegar, and ammonia from stale urine were used by early dyers. Many mordants, and some dyes themselves,
produce strong odors, and large-scale dyeworks were often isolated in their own districts.
Throughout history, people have dyed their textiles using common, locally available materials, but scarce dyestuffs that produced
brilliant and permanent colors such as the natural invertebrate dyes, Tyrian purple and crimson kermes, became highly prized luxury
items in the ancient and medieval world. Plant-based dyes such as woad (Isatis tinctoria), indigo, saffron, and madder were raised
commercially and were important trade goods in the economies of Asia and Europe. Across Asia and Africa, patterned fabrics were
produced using resist dyeing techniques to control the absorption of color in piece-dyed cloth. Dyes such as cochineal and logwood
(Haematoxylum campechianum) were brought to Europe by the Spanish treasure fleets, and the dyestuffs of Europe were carried by
colonists to America.

Naturally dyed skeins made with
madder root, Colonial Williamsburg,
VA

The discovery of man-made synthetic dyes in the mid-19th century triggered a long decline in the large-scale market for natural dyes. Synthetic dyes, which could be
produced in large quantities, quickly superseded natural dyes for the commercial textile production enabled by the industrial revolution, and unlike natural dyes, were suitable
for the synthetic fibres that followed. Artists of the Arts and Crafts Movement preferred the pure shades and subtle variability of natural dyes, which mellow with age but
preserve their true colors, unlike early synthetic dyes,[1] and helped ensure that the old European techniques for dyeing and printing with natural dyestuffs were preserved for
use by home and craft dyers. Natural dyeing techniques are also preserved by artisans in traditional cultures around the world.
In the early 21st century, the market for natural dyes in the fashion industry is experiencing a resurgence.[2] Western consumers have become more concerned about the health
and environmental impact of synthetic dyes in manufacturing and there is a growing demand for products that use natural dyes. The European Union, for example, has
encouraged Indonesian batik cloth producers to switch to natural dyes to improve their export market in Europe.[3]
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Dyes in use in the fashion industry
Fibre content determines the type of dye required for a fabric:
◾ Cellulose fibres: cotton, linen, hemp, ramie, bamboo, rayon
◾ Protein fibres: wool, angora, mohair, cashmere, silk, soy, leather, suede
Cellulose fibres require fibre-reactive, direct/substantive, and vat dyes, which are colourless, soluble dyes fixed by light and/or oxygen. Protein fibres require vat, acid, or
indirect/mordant dyes, that require a bonding agent. Each synthetic fibre requires its own dyeing method, for example, nylon requires acid, disperse and pigment dyes, rayon
acetate requires disperse dyes, and so on. The types of natural dyes currently in use by the global fashion industry include:[4]
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Animal
◾
◾
◾
◾
◾

Cochineal insect (red)
Cow urine (Indian yellow)
Lac insect (red, violet)
Murex snail (purple)
Octopus/Cuttlefish (sepia brown)

Plant
◾
◾
◾
◾
◾
◾
◾
◾
◾
◾

Catechu or Cutch tree (brown)
Gamboge tree resin (dark mustard yellow)
Himalayan rubhada root (yellow)
Indigofera plant (blue)
Kamala tree (red)
Larkspur[5] plant (yellow)
Madder root (red, pink, orange)
Myrabolan fruit (yellow, green, black)
Pomegranate peel (yellow)
Weld herb (yellow)

Oaxaca artisan Fidel Cruz Lazo dying
yarn for rug making

Origins
Colors in the "ruddy" range of reds, browns, and oranges are the first attested colors in a number of ancient textile sites ranging from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age across
the Levant, Egypt, Mesopotamia and Europe, followed by evidence of blues and then yellows, with green appearing somewhat later. The earliest surviving evidence of textile
dyeing was found at the large Neolithic settlement at Çatalhöyük in southern Anatolia, where traces of red dyes, possible from ochre (iron oxide pigments from clay), were
found.[6] Polychrome or multicolored fabrics seem to have been developed in the 3rd or 2nd millennium BCE.[6] Textiles with a "red-brown warp and an ochre-yellow weft"
were discovered in Egyptian pyramids of the Sixth Dynasty (2345–2180 BCE).[7]
The chemical analysis that would definitively identify the dyes used in ancient textiles has rarely been conducted, and even when a dye such as indigo blue is detected it is
impossible to determine which of several indigo-bearing plants was used.[8] Nevertheless, based on the colors of surviving textile fragments and the evidence of actual
dyestuffs found in archaeological sites, reds, blues, and yellows from plant sources were in common use by the late Bronze Age and Iron Age.[9]
In the 18th century Jeremias Friedrich Gülich made substantial contributions to refining the dyeing process,[10] making particular progress on setting standards on dyeing
sheep wool and many other textiles.[11] His contributions to refining the dying process and his theories on colour brought much praise by the well known poet and artist
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.[10]

Processes
The essential process of dyeing requires soaking the material containing the dye (the dyestuff) in water, adding the textile to be dyed to
the resulting solution (the dyebath), and bringing the solution to a simmer for an extended period, often measured in days or even
weeks, stirring occasionally until the color has evenly transferred to the textiles.[12]
Some dyestuffs, such as indigo and lichens, will give good color when used alone; these dyes are called direct dyes or substantive dyes.
The majority of plant dyes, however, also require the use of a mordant, a chemical used to "fix" the color in the textile fibres. These
dyes are called adjective dyes. By using different mordants, dyers can often obtain a variety of colors and shades from the same dye.
Fibres or cloth may be pretreated with mordants, or the mordant may be incorporated in the dyebath. In traditional dyeing, the common
mordants are vinegar, tannin from oak bark, sumac or oak galls, ammonia from stale urine, and wood-ash liquor or potash (potassium
carbonate) made by leaching wood ashes and evaporating the solution.[13][14][15]
We shall never know by what chances primitive man discovered that salt, vinegar from fermenting fruit, natural alum, and
stale urine helped to fix and enhance the colours of his yarns, but for many centuries these four substances were used as
mordants.[13]

Dyeing wool cloth, 1482, from
British Library Royal MS 15.E.iii, f.
269.

Salt helps to "fix" or increase "fastness" of colors, vinegar improves reds and purples, and the ammonia in stale urine assists in the
fermentation of indigo dyes.[13] Natural alum (aluminum sulfate) is the most common metallic salt mordant, but tin (stannous chloride), copper (cupric sulfate), iron (ferrous
sulfate, called copperas) and chrome (potassium dichromate) are also used. Iron mordants "sadden" colors, while tin and chrome mordants brighten colors. The iron mordants
contribute to fabric deterioration, referred to as "dye rot". Additional chemicals or alterants may be applied after dying to further alter or reinforce the colors.[16][17][18]
Textiles may be dyed as raw fibre (dyed in the fleece or dyed in the wool), as spun yarn (dyed in the hank or yarn-dyed), or after
weaving (piece-dyed).[19] Mordants often leave residue in wool fibre that makes it difficult to spin, so wool was generally dyed after
spinning, as yarn or woven cloth. Indigo, however, requires no mordant, and cloth manufacturers in medieval England often dyed wool
in the fleece with the indigo-bearing plant woad and then dyed the cloth again after weaving to produce deep blues, browns, reds,
purples, blacks, and tawnies.[20][21]
In China, Japan, India, Pakistan, Nigeria, Gambia, and other parts of West Africa and southeast Asia, patterned silk and cotton fabrics
were produced using resist dyeing techniques in which the cloth is printed or stenciled with starch or wax, or tied in various ways to
prevent even penetration of the dye when the cloth is piece-dyed. The Chinese ladao process is dated to the 10th century; other
A dye-works with baskets of
dyestuffs, skeins of dyed yarn, and
heated vats for dyeing.

traditional techniques include tie-dye, batik, Rōketsuzome, katazome, bandhani and leheria.[22]
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The mordants used in dyeing and many dyestuffs themselves give off strong and unpleasant odors, and the actual process of dyeing requires a good supply of fresh water,
storage areas for bulky plant materials, vats which can be kept heated (often for days or weeks) along with the necessary fuel, and airy spaces to dry the dyed textiles. Ancient
large-scale dye-works tended to be located on the outskirts of populated areas, on windy promontories.[23]

Common dyestuffs
Reds and pinks
A variety of plants produce red dyes, including a number of lichens, henna, alkanet or dyer's bugloss (Alkanna tinctoria), asafoetida
and dyer's madder Rubia tinctorum.[24] Madder and related plants of the genus Rubia are native to many temperate zones around the
world, and were already used as sources of good red dye, such as rose madder, in prehistory. Madder has been identified on linen in
the tomb of Tutankhamun,[24] and Pliny the Elder records madder growing near Rome.[25] Madder was a dye of commercial importance
in Europe, being cultivated in the Netherlands and France to dye the red coats of military uniforms until the market collapsed
following the development of synthetic alizarin dye in 1869. Madder was also used to dye the "hunting pinks" of Great Britain.[25]
Turkey red was a strong, very fast red dye for cotton obtained from madder root via a complicated multistep process involving "sumac
and oak galls, calf's blood, sheep's dung, oil, soda, alum, and a solution of tin."[26] Turkey red was developed in India and spread to
Turkey. Greek workers familiar with the methods of its production were brought to France in 1747, and Dutch and English spies soon
discovered the secret. A sanitized version of Turkey red was being produced in Manchester by 1784, and roller-printed dress cottons
with a Turkey red ground were fashionable in England by the 1820s.[27][28]

The Hunt of the Unicorn Tapestry,
dyed with weld (yellow), madder
(red), and woad (blue).

Munjeet or Indian madder (Rubia cordifolia) is native to the Himalayas and other mountains of Asia and Japan. Munjeet was an
important dye for the Asian cotton industry and is still used by craft dyers in Nepal.[29]
Puccoon or bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadensis) is a popular red dye among Southeastern Native American basketweavers.[30] Choctaw
basketweavers additionally use sumac for red dye.[31] Coushattas artists from Texas and Louisiana used the water oak (Quercus nigra L.) to produce
red.[32]
A delicate rose color in Navajo rugs comes from fermented prickly pear cactus fruit, Opuntia polyacantha.[33] Navajo weavers also use rainwater
and red dirt to create salmon-pink dyes.[34]

Oranges
Dyes that create reds and yellows can also yield oranges. Navajo dyers create orange dyes from one-seeded juniper, Juniperus monosperma, Navajo
tea, Thelesperma gracile,[35] or alder bark.[36]

Yellows
Yellow dyes are "about as numerous as red ones",[37] and can be extracted from saffron, pomegranate rind, turmeric, safflower, onionskins, and a
number of weedy flowering plants.[37][38] Limited evidence suggests the use of weld (Reseda luteola), also called mignonette or dyer's rocket[39]
before the Iron Age,[37] but it was an important dye of the ancient Mediterranean and Europe and is indigenous to England.[40] Two brilliant yellow
dyes of commercial importance in Europe from the 18th century are derived from trees of the Americas: quercitron from the inner bark of Eastern
Black Oak (Quercus velutina),] native to eastern North America and fustic from the dyer's mulberry tree (Maclura tinctoria) of the West Indies and
Mexico.[38]
In rivercane basketweaving among Southeastern Woodlands tribes in the Americas, butternut (Juglans cinerea) and yellow root (Xanthorhiza
simplicissima) provide a rich yellow color.[30] Chitimacha basket weavers have a complex formula for yellow that employs a dock plant (most likely
Rumex crispus) for yellow.[41] Navajo artists create yellow dyes from small snake-weed, brown onion skins, and rubber plant (Parthenium
incanum). Rabbitbush (Chrysothamnus) and rose hips produce pale, yellow-cream colored dyes.[36]

Greens
If plants that yield yellow dyes are common, plants that yield green dyes are rare. Both woad and indigo have been used since ancient times in
combination with yellow dyes to produce shades of green. Medieval and Early Modern England was especially known for its green dyes. The dyers
of Lincoln, a great cloth town in the high Middle Ages, produced the Lincoln green cloth associated with Robin Hood by dyeing wool with woad
and then overdyeing it yellow with weld or dyer's greenweed (Genista tinctoria), also known as dyer's broom.[42] Woolen cloth mordanted with
alum and dyed yellow with dyer's greenweed was overdyed with woad and, later, indigo, to produce the once-famous Kendal green.[40] This in turn
fell out of fashion in the 18th century in favor of the brighter Saxon green, dyed with indigo and fustic.
Soft olive greens are also achieved when textiles dyed yellow are treated with an iron mordant. The dull green cloth common to the Iron Age
Halstatt culture shows traces of iron, and was possibly colored by boiling yellow-dyed cloth in an iron pot.[43] Indigenous peoples of the Northwest
Plateau in North America used lichen to dye corn husk bags a sea green.[44]
Navajo textile artist Nonabah Gorman Bryan developed a two-step process for creating green dye. First the Churro wool yarn is dyed yellow with
sagebrush, Artemisia tridentata, and then it is soaked in black dye afterbath.[33] Red onion skins are also used by Navajo dyers to produce green.[36]

Reverse side of
loomed quillwork
collected from an
Upper Missouri tribe
by the Lewis and Clark
Expedition, pre-1804.
All natural dyes.
Collection of the
University of
Pennsylvania Museum

Blues
Blue colorants around the world were derived from indigo dye-bearing plants, primarily those in the genus Indigofera, which are native to the tropics. The primary
commercial indigo species in Asia was true indigo (Indigofera tinctoria). India is believed to be the oldest center of indigo dyeing in the Old World. It was a primary supplier
of indigo dye to Europe as early as the Greco-Roman era. The association of India with indigo is reflected in the Greek word for the dye, which was indikon (ινδικόν). The
Romans used the term indicum, which passed into Italian dialect and eventually into English as the word indigo.[45]
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In Central and South America, the important blue dyes were Añil (Indigofera suffruticosa) and Natal indigo (Indigofera arrecta).[45][46]
In temperate climates including Europe, indigo was obtained primarily from woad (Isatis tinctoria), an indigenous plant of Assyria and the Levant which has been grown in
Northern Europe over 2,000 years, although from the 18th century it was mostly replaced by superior Indian indigo imported by the British East India Company. Woad was
carried to New England in the 17th century and used extensively in America until native stands of indigo were discovered in Florida and the Carolinas. In Sumatra, indigo dye
is extracted from some species of Marsdenia. Other indigo-bearing dye plants include dyer's knotweed (Polygonum tinctorum) from Japan and the coasts of China, and the
West African shrub Lonchocarpus cyanescens.[45][47]
Natural dyeing with Indigo, Jaipur (Rajasthan, India)

Badshah Miyan is a
traditional dyer from
Jaipur who specializes
in traditional natural
dyeing methods

A traditional brass
container used to dye
cloth in quantity

Indigo stains skin a
deep blue for many
days

Purples
In medieval Europe, purple, violet, murrey and similar colors were produced by dyeing wool with woad or indigo in the fleece and then piece-dyeing the woven cloth with red
dyes, either the common madder or the luxury dyes kermes and cochineal. Madder could also produce purples when used with alum. Brazilwood also gave purple shades with
vitriol (sulfuric acid) or potash.[48]
Choctaw artists traditionally used maple (Acer sp.) to create lavender and purple dyes.[31] Purples can also be derived from lichens, and from the berries of White Bryony from
the northern Rocky Mountain states and mulberry (morus nigra) (with an acid mordant).[49]

Browns
Cutch is an ancient brown dye from the wood of acacia trees, particularly Acacia catechu, used in India for dyeing cotton. Cutch gives gray-browns with an iron mordant and
olive-browns with copper.[50]
Black walnut (Juglans nigra) is used by Cherokee artists to produce a deep brown approaching black.[30] Today black walnut is primarily used to dye baskets but has been
used in the past for fabrics and deerhide. Juniper, Juniperus monosperma, ashes provide brown and yellow dyes for Navajo people,[33] as do the hulls of wild walnuts (Juglans
major).[51] Khaki, which translates a Hindustani word signifying "soil-coloured", was introduced into British uniforms in India, which were dyed locally with a dye prepared
from the native mazari palm Nannorrhops.

Greys and blacks
Choctaw dyers use maple (Acer sp.) for a grey dye.[31] Navajo weavers create black from mineral yellow ochre mixed with pitch from the piñon tree(Pinus edulis) and the
three-leaved sumac (Rhus trilobata).[33] They also produce a cool grey dye with blue flower lupine and a warm grey from Juniper mistletoe (Phoradendron juniperinum).[36]

Lichen
Dye-bearing lichen produce a wide range of greens,[44] oranges, yellows, reds, browns, and bright pinks and purples. The lichen Rocella tinctoria was found along the
Mediterranean Sea and was used by the ancient Phoenicians. In recent times, lichen dyes have been an important part of the dye traditions of Wales, Ireland, Scotland, and
among native peoples of the southwest and Intermontane Plateaus of the United States.[44] Scottish lichen dyes include cudbear (also called archil in England and litmus in the
Netherlands), and crottle.[52]

Fungi
Miriam C. Rice, (1918—2010) of Mendocino, California, pioneered research into using various mushrooms for natural dyes. She discovered mushroom dyes for a complete
rainbow palette. Swedish and American mycologists, building upon Rice's research, have discovered sources for true blues (Sarcodon squamosus) and mossy greens
(Hydnellum geogenium).[53] Hypholoma fasciculare provides a yellow dye, and fungi such as Phaeolus schweinitzii and Pisolithus tinctorius are used in dyeing textiles and
paper.[54]

Luxury dyestuffs
From the second millennium BC to the 19th century, a succession of rare and expensive natural dyestuffs came in and out of fashion in the ancient world and then in Europe.
In many cases the cost of these dyes far exceeded the cost of the wools and silks they colored, and often only the finest grades of fabrics were considered worthy of the best
dyes.

Royal purple
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The premier luxury dye of the ancient world was Tyrian purple or royal purple, a purple-red dye which is extracted from several
genera of sea snails, primarily the spiny dye-murex Murex brandaris (currently known as Bolinus brandaris). Murex dye was greatly
prized in antiquity because it did not fade, but instead became brighter and more intense with weathering and sunlight. Murex dyeing
may have been developed first by the Minoans of East Crete or the West Semites along the Levantine coast, and heaps of crushed
murex shells have been discovered at a number of locations along the eastern Mediterranean dated to the mid-2nd millennium BC. The
classical dye known as Phoenician Red was also derived from murex snails.[9]
Murex dyes were fabulously expensive – one snail yields but a single drop of dye – and the Roman Empire imposed a strict monopoly
on their use from the reign of Alexander Severus (AD 225–235) that was maintained by the succeeding Byzantine Empire until the
Early Middle Ages.[55] The dye was used for imperial manuscripts on purple parchment, often with text in silver or gold, and
porphyrogenitos or "born in the purple" was a term for Byzantine offspring of a reigning Emperor. The color matched the increasingly
rare purple rock porphyry, also associated with the imperial family.

Crimson and scarlet
Tyrian purple retained its place as the premium dye of Europe until it was replaced "in status and desirability"[56] by the rich crimson
reds and scarlets of the new silk-weaving centers of Italy, colored with kermes. Kermes is extracted from the dried unlaid eggs of the
insect Kermes vermilio or Kermococcus vermilio found on species of oak (especially the Kermes oak of the Mediterranean region).

Byzantine Emperor Justinian I clad in
Tyrian purple, 6th-century mosaic at
Basilica of San Vitale, Ravenna, Italy

The dye is of ancient origin; jars of kermes have been found in a Neolithic cave-burial at Adaoutse, Bouches-du-Rhône.[57] Similar
dyes are extracted from the related insects Porphyrophora hamelii (Armenian cochineal) of the Caucasus region, Porphyrophora polonica (Polish cochineal or Saint John's
blood) of Eastern Europe, and the lac-producing insects of India, Southeast Asia, China, and Tibet.[58][59][60]
When kermes-dyed textiles achieved prominence around the mid-11th century, the dyestuff was called "grain" in all Western European languages because the desiccated eggs
resemble fine grains of wheat or sand.[55] Textiles dyed with kermes were described as dyed in the grain.[59] Woollens were frequently dyed in the fleece with woad and then
piece-dyed in kermes, producing a wide range colors from blacks and grays through browns, murreys, purples, and sanguines.[59] By the 14th and early 15th century, brilliant
full grain kermes scarlet was "by far the most esteemed, most regal" color for luxury woollen textiles in the Low Countries, England, France, Spain and Italy.[55]
Cochineal (Dactylopius coccus) is a scale insect of Central and North America from which the crimson-coloured dye carmine is derived. It was used by the Aztec and Maya
peoples. Moctezuma in the 15th century collected tribute in the form of bags of cochineal dye.[61] Soon after the Spanish conquest of the Aztec Empire cochineal began to be
exported to Spain, and by the seventeenth century it was a commodity traded as far away as India. During the colonial period the production of cochineal (in Spanish, grana
fina) grew rapidly. Produced almost exclusively in Oaxaca by indigenous producers, cochineal became Mexico's second most valued export after silver.[62] Cochineal
produces purplish colors alone and brilliant scarlets when mordanted with tin; thus cochineal, which produced a stronger dye and could thus be used in smaller quantities,
replaced kermes dyes in general use in Europe from the 17th century.[63][64]

The rise of formal black
During the course of the 15th century, the civic records show brilliant reds falling out of fashion for civic and high-status garments in the Duchy of Burgundy in favor of dark
blues, greens, and most important of all, black.[65][66] The origins of the trend for somber colors are elusive, but are generally attributed to the growing influence of Spain and
possibly the importation of Spanish merino wools. The trend spread in the next century: the Low Countries, German states, Scandinavia, England, France, and Italy all
absorbed the sobering and formal influence of Spanish dress after the mid-1520s.[66][67]
Producing fast black in the Middle Ages was a complicated process involving multiple dyeings with woad or indigo followed by mordanting, but at the dawn of Early Modern
period, a new and superior method of dyeing black dye reached Europe via Spanish conquests in the New World. The new method used logwood (Haematoxylum
campechianum), a dyewood native to Mexico and Central America. Although logwood was poorly received at first, producing a blue inferior to that of woad and indigo, it
was discovered to produce a fast black in combination with a ferrous sulfate(copperas) mordant.[56][66] Despite changing fashions in color, logwood was the most widely used
dye by the 19th century, providing the sober blacks of formal and mourning clothes.[56]

Decline and rediscovery
The first synthetic dyes were discovered in the mid-19th century, starting with William Henry Perkin's mauveine in 1856, an aniline
dye derived from coal tar.[68] Alizarin, the red dye present in madder, was the first natural pigment to be duplicated synthetically, in
1869,[69] leading to the collapse of the market for naturally grown madder.[70] The development of new, strongly colored aniline dyes
followed quickly: a range of reddish-purples, blues, violets, greens and reds became available by 1880. These dyes had great affinity
for animal fibres such as wool and silk. The new colors tended to fade and wash out, but they were inexpensive and could be produced
in the vast quantities required by textile production in the industrial revolution. By the 1870s commercial dyeing with natural dyestuffs
was fast disappearing.[68]
At the same time the Pre-Raphaelite artist and founding figure of the Arts and Crafts movement William Morris took up the art of
dyeing as an adjunct to his manufacturing business, the design firm of Morris & Co. Always a medievalist at heart, Morris loathed the
colors produced by the fashionable aniline dyes. He spent much of his time at his Staffordshire dye works mastering the processes of
Indigo-dyed and discharge-printed
dyeing with plant materials and making experiments in the revival of old or discovery of new methods. One result of these experiments
textile, William Morris, 1873
was to reinstate indigo dyeing as a practical industry and generally to renew the use of natural dyes like madder which had been driven
almost out of use by the commercial success of the anilines. Morris saw dyeing of wools, silks, and cottons as the necessary
preliminary to the production of woven and printed fabrics of the highest excellence; and his period of incessant work at the dye-vat (1875–76) was followed by a period
during which he was absorbed in the production of textiles (1877–78), and more especially in the revival of carpet- and tapestry-weaving as fine arts. Morris & Co. also
provided naturally dyed silks for the embroidery style called art needlework.[71][72]
Scientists continued to search for new synthetic dyes that would be effective on cellulose fibres like cotton and linen, and that would be more colorfast on wool and silk than
the early anilines. Chrome or mordant dyes produced a muted but very fast color range for woollens. These were followed by acid dyes for animal fibres (from 1875) and the
synthesis of indigo in Germany in 1880. The work on indigo led to the development of a new class of dyes called vat dyes in 1901 that produced a wide range of fast colors
for vegetable fibres.[73] Disperse dyes were introduced in 1923 to color the new textiles of cellulose acetate, which could not be colored with any existing dyes. Today disperse
dyes are the only effective means of coloring many synthetics. Reactive dyes for both wool and cotton were introduced in the mid-1950s, and are used both in commercial
textile production and in craft dyeing.[73]
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In America, synthetic dyes became popular among a wide range of Native American textile artists; however, natural dyes remained in use, as many textile collectors prefer
natural dyes over synthetics. Today, dyeing with natural materials is often practiced as an adjunct to handspinning, knitting and weaving.[74] It remains a living craft in many
traditional cultures of North America, Africa, Asia, and the Scottish Highlands.[75]
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